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Abstract

We discuss various aspects of the quartz tuning fork, ranging from its original purpose as a

high quality factor resonator for use as a stable frequency reference, to more exotic applications in

sensing and scanning probe microscopy. We show experimentally how to tune the quality factor

by injecting energy in-phase with the current at resonance (quality factor increase) or out of phase

(quality factor decrease), hence tuning the sensitivity and the response time of the probe to external

disturbances. The principle of shear force scanning probe microscopy is demonstrated on a simple

profiler constructed with equipment available in a teaching laboratory.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Due to its high stability, precision, and low power consumption, the quartz crystal tuning

fork has become a valuable basic component for frequency measurements. For instance, since

the late 1960s, mechanical pendulum or spring-based watches have largely been replaced by

crystal watches, which are sufficiently stable for most daily uses. The key component of

these watches is mass produced at very low cost.1

We will discuss the quartz tuning fork, a tiny component that includes a high quality

factor resonator, which is used in a wide range of applications. A good understanding of its

working principles will enable us to understand many applications to oscillators and sensors.

We will describe the unique properties of the components provided by the piezoelectric

substrates used for converting an electrical signal to mechanical motion and the resulting

equivalent electrical Butterworth-Van Dyke circuit commonly used for modeling the behavior

of the resonator.

The quality factor is a fundamental quantity for characterizing the behavior of the res-

onator under the influence of external perturbing forces. It is defined as the ratio of the

energy stored in the resonator to the energy loss during each oscillation period. We will

show how the interpretation of the quality factor depends on the measurement technique

and how an external active circuit can be used to tune the quality factor. Finally, we will

demonstrate the use of the tuning fork as a force sensor and use it in a simple demonstration

of scanning probe microscopy.

II. THE RESONATOR

The basic principle of the tuning fork2–4 is well known to musicians: two prongs connected

at one end make a resonator whose resonance frequency is defined by the properties of the

material from which it is made and by its geometry. Although each prong can be individ-

ually considered as a first approximation to analytically determine the available resonance

frequencies, the symmetry of the two prongs in a tuning fork reduces the number of possible

modes with a good quality factor.3,5

Using a piezoelectric substrate allows the mechanical excitation of the tuning fork (for

example, hitting the tuning fork against a hard material) to be replaced by an electrical exci-
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tation. Piezoelectricity defines the ability of a material to convert a voltage to a mechanical

displacement, and conversely, to generate electrical charges by the deformation of the crys-

talline matrix (assuming the appropriate symmetry conditions of the crystalline lattice are

satisfied).

The stiffness of quartz provides an efficient means of confining the acoustic energy in the

prongs of the tuning fork, so that we can reach large quality factors of tens of thousands

at a fundamental frequency of 32768Hz under vacuum conditions. Combined with its tiny

dimensions and low power consumption, these properties have made the quartz tuning fork

the most commonly used electronic component when a stable frequency reference is required

(such as clocks, digital electronics, and synchronization for asynchronous communications).

The tuning fork appears as a metallic cylinder 8mm in height by 3mm in diameter,

holding a two-terminal electronic component. The packaging of the tuning fork can easily

be opened by using tweezers to clamp the cylinder until the bottom of the cylinder breaks.

A more reproducible way to open the packaging is to use a model making saw to cut the

metallic cylinder, keeping the bottom insulator as a holder to prevent the contact pins from

breaking (Fig. 1(b)).

Figure 1(a) displays a scanning electron microscope image of the tuning fork and includes

some of the most important dimensions used in the analytical model and in the finite element

analysis to be discussed later in this document. This model was developed to study the

influence of gluing a glass (optical fiber) or metallic tip to one of the prongs of the tuning

fork as used in shear force scanning probe microcopy applications (Section IVB).

A preliminary analytical study of the tuning fork that does not require finite element

analysis can be performed by assuming that each prong of the tuning fork behaves as a

clamped beam: the frequency of the vibration modes of a single beam are obtained by

including a free motion condition on one boundary of the beam and a clamped condition on

the other and solving for the propagation of a shear acoustic wave.6,7 The angular frequency

ω1 of the first resonance mode (for which there is no coupling between the two prongs) is

then obtained numerically. The approximate solution is

ω1 =
1.76a

ℓ2

√

E

ρ
, (1)

where ℓ ≈ 3.2mm is the length of the prongs of the tuning fork, a ≈ 0.33mm their thickness,

E ≈ 1011 N/m2 the Young modulus of quartz, and ρ = 2650 kg/m3 its density.8 Equation (1)
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gives a fundamental resonance frequency of approximately 32 kHz.

The position of the electrodes on the quartz substrate defines the way the deformation

occurs when an electric field is applied, and hence the type of acoustic wave generated.9 For

the common case of a quartz crystal microbalance in which a quartz disc confines a bulk

acoustic wave (as seen for example in high frequency megahertz range quartz resonators such

as those used with microcontrollers), the selected cut leads to a shear wave when an electric

field is applied orthogonally to the surface of the quartz substrate, with the additional prop-

erty of a negligible first-order resonance frequency shift v.s temperature coefficient around

20◦C. For the tuning fork, electrodes of opposite polarities are deposited on adjacent sides

of the prongs of the tuning fork, and the electric field thus generated induces a flexural

motion of the prongs in the plane of the tuning fork (see Fig. 2). The tuning fork is etched

using microelectronic clean room techniques in thin (a few hundred micrometers thick) Z-cut

quartz wafers; that is, the normal to the wafer defines the c-axis of the quartz crystal, and

the prongs of the tuning fork are oriented along the Y-axis.10 The electrodes are made of

silver as shown by an Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis (data not shown).

This selection of the orientation of the crystal and the way the electrodes are arranged

on each beam defines the allowed vibration modes. The geometry of the prongs defines the

resonance frequency. Several geometries can lead to a given frequency, usually 32768Hz.

This frequency, which is equal to 215, makes it easy to generate a 1Hz signal by a series of

divide by two frequency dividers, as needed by the watch industry. The next closest possible

oscillation mode is at 191 kHz, far enough from the fundamental mode to be easily filtered

by the electronics.

III. USE IN AN OSCILLATOR

A. Mechanical and electrical models

All resonators can be modeled as a series resistance-inductor-capacitor circuit (RLC

Butterworth-Van Dyke model)11,12 using an electrical analogy of a mechanical damped os-

cillator, in which the resistance represents the acoustic losses in the material and its envi-

ronment, the inductor represents the mass of the resonator, and the capacitor represents

the stiffness of the equivalent spring (see Fig. 3 and Tab. I). In addition to this mechanical
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branch, also called the motional branch, there is a purely electrical capacitance that includes

the effect of the electrodes arranged along the piezoelectric substrate. Due to the low acous-

tic losses (small R) in piezoelectric materials, the resulting quality factor is usually the order

of tens of thousands. In air, the quality factor usually drops to a few thousands because of

losses due to friction between the resonator and air. Quartz tuning forks are not appropri-

ate for a liquid medium because the motion of the prongs generates longitudinal waves in

the liquid, dissipating much of the energy stored in the resonator, and hence leading to a

quality factor of order unity. Furthermore, because there is a potential difference between

the electrodes, which are necessarily in contact with the liquid, there are electrochemical

reactions when solutions have high ionic content.

Mechanical Electrical

h (friction) R1 (resistance)

M (mass) L1 (inductor)

k (stiffness) 1/C1 (capacitance) (

x (displacement) q (electrical charge)

ẋ (velocity) i = dq
dt

(current)

Mẍ + hẋ + kx = F L1q̈ + R1q̇ + q/C1 = U

Q = 1
h

√
kM Q = 1

R1

√

L1

C1
(quality factor)

ω0 =
√

k
M

ω0 = 1√
L1C1

(angular frequency)

TABLE I: Summary of the equivalent quantities between the mechanical and electrical models

presented in Fig. 3. Typical values are C0 ≈ 5 pF and C1 ≈ 0.01 pF, yielding an inductance value

L1 in the kH range and a motional resistance in the tens of kΩ range. The unique property of

quartz resonators is such a huge equivalent inductance in a tiny volume.

The electrical model of the tuning fork differs from the classical damped oscillator by the

presence of a capacitor C0 parallel to the RLC series components (see Fig. 3). The result of

this parallel capacitance is an antiresonance at a frequency above the resonance frequency.

At resonance, the resonator acts as a pure resistance, with maximum current since the

magnitudes of the impedance of the capacitance and inductance in the motional branch are

equal; the antiresonance is characterized by a minimum in the current at a frequency just

above the resonance frequency. Both the resonance and antiresonance are clearly seen in the
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experimental transfer functions in which the current through the tuning fork v.s. frequency

is measured (see Fig. 4).

B. Electrical characterization of the resonator

A resonator that is to be used as a sensor and whose characteristics are affected by the

environment can be monitored in two ways: either in an oscillator where the resonator is in-

cluded in a closed loop in which the gains exceeds the losses (consistent with the Barkhausen

phase conditions13), or in an open loop configuration in which the phase behavior at a given

frequency is monitored over time by an impedance analyzer. Because such a characteriza-

tion instrument is expensive and usually not available in teaching labs, we have built an

electronic circuit based on a digital signal synthesizer.

We have chosen to work only in an open loop configuration (by measuring the impedance

of the tuning fork powered by an external sine wave generator) rather than including the

resonator in an oscillator loop. A 33 kHz stable oscillator circuit is easy to build, for instance,

by means of a dedicated integrated circuit: the CMOS 4060.14 However, the phase changes

in the tuning fork in sensor applications – of order of 10◦ – only yield small frequency

changes of order of a fraction of a Hz at resonance, difficult to measure without a dedicated

research grade frequency counter (such as Agilent 53132A). A resonator of quality factor Q

at the resonance frequency f0 will have a phase shift ∆ϕ with a frequency shift ∆f given

by ∆ϕ = −2Q∆f

f0

.15 In our case, f0 ≈ 32768Hz and Q ≈ 103 (tuning fork in air, Fig. 4), so

that a resonance frequency variation of 2 to 3Hz is expected. Although such a frequency

variation is easily measured with dedicated equipment, care should be taken when designing

an embedded frequency counter as will be required by the experiments described in Sec. IVB.

Designing such a circuit is outside the scope of this article. We will thus describe a circuit

that generates a sine wave with high stability to examine the vibration amplitude of the

tuning fork.

A frequency synthesizer is a digital component that from a stable clock (usually a high

frequency quartz-based oscillator) at frequency fC , generates any frequency from 0 to fC/3

by fC/232 steps. An example is the Analog Devices AD9850 32 bits frequency counter (see

Fig. 5). The sine wave is digitally computed and converted to an output voltage by a fast

digital-to-analog converter. Such stability and accuracy are needed to study the quartz
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tuning fork whose modest resonance frequency (about 32768Hz) must be generated with

great accuracy because of its high quality factor: a resolution and accuracy of 0.01Hz will

be needed for the characterisations of the tuning fork and the design of the scanning probe

profiler as discussed in this paper (Fig. 4).

The frequency synthesizer excites the tuning fork. Its impedance drops at resonance and

the current is measured by a current to voltage converter using an operational amplifier

(TL084) that provides the virtual ground and avoids loading the resonator. The magnitude

of the voltage at the output of the current-voltage converter is rectified and low pass filtered

with a cutoff frequency below 3 kHz (see Fig. 5(b)).

Figure 4 shows experimental results of resonators under vacuum (encapsulated) and in

air after opening their packaging. In both cases, a current resonance (current maximum)

followed by an antiresonance (current minimum) are seen, both of which are characteristic

of a model including a series RLC branch (acoustic branch) in parallel with a capacitor

(electrical branch). The resonance frequency and the maximum current magnitude both

decrease when the tuning fork is in air, and the quality factor drops. Both effects are due

to the viscous interaction of the vibrating prongs with air. Compressional wave generation

in air dissipates energy, leading to a drop in the quality factor. The quality factor is about

10000 in vacuum and about 1000 in air. The resonance frequency drops from 32768Hz in

vacuum to 32755Hz in air.

IV. SENSOR ASPECTS

As in any case in which a stable signal that is insensitive to its environment can be

obtained, we can ask how the geometry of the resonator might be disturbed to lead to a

sensitive sensor. One solution for the tuning fork is to attach a probe to one prong, which

is sensitive to the quantity to be measured.

Applying a force to a probe disturbs the tuning fork’s resonance frequency, which can be

measured with great accuracy to yield a sensitive sensor. The probe can be a tip vibrating

over a surface whose topography is imaged, leading to tapping mode microscopy,16 or a shear

force scanning probe microscope.10,17 A topography measurement can be combined with the

measurement of other physical quantities18 such as the electrostatic force,19 magnetic force,20

or the evanescent optical field.21,22
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A. Force sensor

We have seen that due to the vibration of the prongs of the tuning fork with a displace-

ment component orthogonal to the sides of the prongs, a fraction of the energy stored in

the resonator is dissipated at each oscillation by interaction with the surrounding viscous

medium, leading to a drop in the quality factor and a sensitivity loss. This result mostly

excludes the use of the tuning fork as a mass sensor in a liquid medium because the viscous

interaction would be too strong.

We have glued iron powder to the end of the prongs of the tuning fork to make a

magnetometer.23 The results of this experiment lacked reproducibility because the weight

of the glue and iron is difficult to control. The effect of the magnetic force on the prongs

depends on the amount of iron glued to the prongs which should be controlled when glued.

Also the magnetic force, which varies as the inverse cube of the distance, is a short-range

force that is especially difficult to measure.

B. Profiler

To illustrate the use of a tuning fork to monitor the probe to surface distance, we built

a profiler: this design of this instrument illustrates the general principles of shear force

microscopy. In this case the perturbation of the resonance frequency provides information

on the surface due to close contact with the prong of the resonator. In practical examples,

in which excellent spatial resolution is required, a tip is glued to the end of the tuning fork.

Such a setup is too complex for our elementary discussion, and we will use one corner of the

tuning fork as the probe in contact with the surface of interest.

Shear force microscopy provides a unique opportunity to decouple a physical quantity

such as the tunneling current, the evanescent optical field, or the electrochemical potential,

and the probe to surface distance. Many scanning probe techniques use the physical quantity

of interest as the probe-surface distance indicator. Such a method is valid for homogeneous

substrates in which the behavior of the physical quantity is known and is constant over the

sample. For a heterogeneous sample, it is not known whether the observed signal variations

are associated with a change of the probe-surface distance or with a change in the properties

of the substrate. By having a vibrating probe attached to the end of a tuning fork, the
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physical quantity can be monitored while the feedback loop for keeping the probe-sample

distance constant is associated with the tuning fork impedance. Such a decoupling should

be more widely used than it is in most scanning probe techniques. As far as we know, near-

field optical microscopy is the only method that takes great care to decouple the tip-sample

distance and the measurement of the evanescent optical field.

The experimental setup for keeping the probe-sample distance constant is very similar to

that presented earlier in24 with a fully different probe signal:

1. The tuning fork oscillates at its resonance frequency and always works at this fixed

frequency.

2. The tuning fork is attached to an actuator, making it possible to vary its distance to

the surface being analyzed (the Z direction): a 70mmdiameter, 8Ω loud speaker (as

found in older personal computers) is controlled using a current amplified transistor

polarized by a digital to analog converter as shown in Fig. 5(b).

3. The relation between the current through the vibrating tuning fork and its distance to

the surface is measured. We observe that it is bijective29 (each probe-sample distance

yields a unique current value, Fig. 6(a)), but displays hysteresis.

4. The sample is attached to a computer-controlled (RS232) plotter to perform a raster

scan of the surface and to measure automatically the probe-surface distance and thus

reconstruct the topography of the sample (which, in our case, is a coin – see Fig. 7).

The basic principle of each measurement is as follows: for each new point, the vibration

amplitude of the tuning fork is measured, and the current through the voice coil of the

loud speaker is adjusted (using the D/A converter) until the tuning fork interacts with the

surface and its vibration amplitude reaches the set-point value chosen in the region where

the slope of the signal (current magnitude)-distance relation is greatest. The value of the

D/A converter for which the set-point condition is met is recorded and the plotter moves the

sample under the tuning fork to a different location. Feedback on the vibration magnitude25

is less sensitive than feedback on the phase between the current through the tuning fork and

the applied voltage, but this quantity is more difficult to measure and requires the tuning

of an additional electronic circuit.26 Two possible method have been selected but have not

been implemented here: either sending the saturated voltage and current signals through a
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XOR gate, whose output duty cycle is a function of the phase between the two input signals;

or multiplying the two input signals (using an AD633) followed by a low pass filter. Only

the DC component proportional to the cosine of the phase is obtained, assuming that the

amplitude of the two input signals is constant, which requires an automatic gain control on

the current output of the tuning fork. The latter method is fully implemented in the Analog

Devices AD8302 demodulator.

It can be seen in Fig. 6(b) that the tuning fork is tilted with respect to the normal of the

coin surface and the motion of the prong is not parallel to the surface. Thus, the interaction

of the prong of the tuning fork in contact with the surface is closer to that of a tapping

mode atomic force microscope27,28 than to a true shear force microscope.

V. QUALITY FACTOR TUNING

A. The quality factor

The quality factor Q is widely used when discussing oscillators, because this property is

useful for predicting the stability of the resulting frequency around the resonance following,

for instance, the Leeson model which relates the phase fluctuations of the oscillator with the

quality factor of the resonator and the noise properties of the amplifier used for running the

oscillator.13 There are several definitions of the quality factor including the following:

1. The ratio of the energy stored in the resonator to that dissipated during each period.

This ratio is the fundamental definition of Q.

2. The width at half height of the power spectrum, or the width at 1/
√

2 of the admittance

plot. (Note that 20 × log10(
√

2) = 3, and we look for the peak width at −3 dB of the

maximum value in a logarithmic plot.)

3. When the excitation of the resonator at resonance stops, the oscillator decays to 1/e

of the initial amplitude in Q/π periods.

4. The slope of the phase v.s frequency at resonance is π/Q. This relation is associated

with the phase rotation around the resonance during which the resonator behavior

changes from capacitive to inductive, that is, a phase rotation of π over a frequency

range of ≈ f0/Q with f0 equal to the resonance frequency.
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The first point of view based on energy is the fundamental definition of the quality

factor to which all other assertions are related: the second and third definitions additionally

assume that the resonator follows a second-order differential equation. Such an assumption

is correct only if the quality factor is large enough (Q > 10), so that the resonator can

always be locally associated with a damped oscillator. This assumption is always true for

quartz resonators, for which the quality factor is observed to be in a range of hundreds to

thousands. The mechanical analogy of the damped oscillator leads to the ratio of the quality

factor to the angular frequency being equal to the ratio of the mass of the resonator to the

damping factor, which can be associated with the ratio of the stored energy to the energy

loss per oscillation period.

B. Tuning the quality factor

From the fundamental definition, we can infer that the quality factor can be increased by

injecting energy into the the tuning fork during each cycle. Similarly, the quality factor can

be decreased by removing energy during each cycle. These two cases can be accomplished

by adding a sine wave at the resonance frequency with the appropriate phase. The limit

to enhancement of the quality factor is the case in which more energy is injected into the

resonator than the amount that is lost: the resonator never stops vibrating and an oscillator

loop has been achieved. In this case, the Barkhausen phase condition for reaching the

oscillation condition is a particular case of quality factor enhancement, and the magnitude

condition (the amplifier gain compensates for the losses in the resonator) is a special case

of an infinite quality factor.

In practice, a quartz tuning fork works at a low enough frequency to allow classical

operational amplifier based circuits to be used for illustrating each step of quality factor

tuning. Figure 8(a) illustrates a possible implementation of the circuit including an amplifier,

a phase shifter, a bandpass filter, and an adder, as well as the simulated Spice response of the

circuit in which the Butterworth-Van Dyke model of the quartz tuning fork is replaced by the

actual resonator. The feedback gain defines the amount of energy fed back to the resonator

during each period, the phase shift determines whether this energy is injected in phase with

the resonance (quality factor increase) or in phase opposition (quality factor decrease). The

output is fed through a bandpass filter to ensure that only the intended mode is amplified
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and that a spurious mode of the tuning fork does not start oscillating. Eventually, the

feedback energy added to the excitation signal closes the quality factor tuning loop.

Figure 9 displays a measurement of quality factor increase based on a discrete component

implementation of the circuit in Fig. 8. The resonance frequency shift is associated with

a feedback loop phase that is not exactly equal to 90◦. The phase shift was set manually,

using a variable resistor and an oscilloscope in XY mode, until a circle was drawn by an

excitation signal and by the phase shifted signal, allowing for a small error in the setting.

VI. SUMMARY

We have discussed the quartz tuning fork, a two-terminal electronic component whose

use is essential in applications requiring an accurate time reference. We have shown its basic

principle when used as a high quality factor resonator packaged in vacuum.

We then illustrated the use of this resonator in a sensing application by developing in-

struments for measuring its electrical properties and by including the unpackaged resonator

in a scanning probe surface profiler setup. The interaction between the tuning fork and the

surface under investigation influences the current through the tuning fork by perturbing the

resonance frequency of the prong in contact with the sample. The probe-sample distance

is thus kept constant, leading to an accurate topography mapping, independent of other

physical properties of the sample.

Finally, the quality factor was shown to be a tunable quantity which could be increased or

decreased by injecting energy in phase or out of phase respectively with the input voltage.

The oscillator is thus a limit condition of an infinite quality factor when the losses are

compensated by the in-phase injection of energy.
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Figure Captions

FIG. 1: (a) Scanning electron microscope image of a quartz tuning fork displaying the layout of

the electrodes. (b) A tuning fork just removed from its packaging, and the metallic enclosure that

would otherwise keep it under vacuum.

FIG. 2: Model of the motion at its first and third flexion resonance and first torsion modes of a

tuning fork with quality factor Q = 1000 under an applied potential of 0.5 V (simulation software

developed by the team of S. Ballandras). All these modes were experimentally observed.
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FIG. 3: (a) Mechanical model of the resonator as a damped oscillator and (b) electrical model

which includes the motional (mechanical) equivalent series circuit in parallel with the electrical

(capacitance between the electrodes separated by the quartz substrate) branch. See Tab. I for a

summary of the equivalent quantities between the mechanical and electrical models.
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FIG. 4: Current measurement through packaged and opened tuning forks as a function of frequency.

We observe first the resonance followed by the anti-resonance. Notice the signal drop and the peak

widening due to viscous friction with air once the tuning fork is removed from its packaging.
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FIG. 5: Experimental setup, including the frequency synthesizer generating the signal for probing

the tuning fork and the current to voltage converter, followed by the low pass filter. Both elements

are intended to condition the signal, which is then digitized for computing the feedback current

generated by the digital to analog converter. This current, fed to the voice coil, is the quantity

later plotted as a function of sample position for mapping the topography of the samples.
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FIG. 6: (a) Magnitude of the current through the tuning fork as a function of the probe-surface

distance. (b) Picture of the experimental setup. Only a corner of the tuning fork is in contact with

the sample in order to achieve better spatial resolution.
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FIG. 7: Top: (a) topography of a US quarter and (b) topography of a 1 euro coin. Bottom: 3D

representation of the topography of the quarter. All scans are 600×600 pixels with a step between

each pixel of 25 µm.
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FIG. 8: (a) Circuit used for quality factor tuning and Spice simulation of the response as a function

of amplifier gain. In addition to the quality factor enhancement, a frequency shift is associated

with the phase of the feedback loop not being exactly equal to ±90◦. The normalized current is

displayed for enhancing the visibility of the quality factor tuning. (b) Current output as a function

of feedback loop gain leading to in-phase energy injection and current magnitude increase with the

enhancement of the quality factor.
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FIG. 9: Measurement of the quality factor enhancement of a tuning fork in air as a function of the

feedback loop gain. Maximum enhancement is achieved when the circuit starts oscillating once the

resonance frequency is reached during a sweep.
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